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THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Declaring problems surrounding attacks at political rallies, which have 2 
recently become increasingly prevalent, threatening numerous elections in 3 
various countries, as emerging nations and well established ones, such as 4 
the United States of America and Russia experience corruption within their 5 
governments, 6 

Noting with deep concern that the United Nations have not passed a formal 7 
security resolution or regulations specifically targeting preventing attacks at 8 
political rallies, on candidates, and even voters,  9 

Further Deploring that little action had been taken to prevent and solve this 10 
problem, which have now occurred in a profuse number of countries and 11 
continents, making it a widespread problem. That there must be far better 12 
security at such events and locations, and support and aid must be given to 13 
under developed nations, 14 

1. Confirms that attacks at political rallies, on candidates, and voters is 15 
ever increasing, and becoming widespread, causing fear and distress 16 
among civilians and candidates; 17 

2. Accepts that preventing such incidents can be difficult, especially as 18 
communication services further develop, making it hard to prevent 19 
these occurrences; 20 

3. Condemns violence at all politically related meetings and rallies, and 21 
that the candidates respect the given regulations; 22 

4. Encourages nations who do not already have a security strategy 23 
targeting safety at all politically related events and meetings, including 24 
the safety of candidates and voters, to create one, regulating violence 25 
at such events; 26 



5. Urges that a composition of a formal security strategy focusing on 27 
political safety be created by the United Nations, and that such 28 
incidents be seen as a higher concern, as they threaten the lives of 29 
candidates and voters; 30 

6. Expresses its hope that other countries will take action, investigating 31 
such matters, enforcing better security at such events, and ultimately 32 
creating a security regulation in which political related violence and 33 
attacks are addressed.  34 


